Numerical modeling for natural convection in partially C-shape open ended enclosure filled with nanofluid has been performed. There are many factors have been studied which ensure that internal energy is related to AR. It's noticed that the importance of open regions and its locations along the boundaries. Existence of nanoparticles increases the rate of heat and mass transfer through the opening boundaries for low Rayleigh number. The temperature all over the cavity increases as heat source length increases, where the mass exchange rate with extended domain is very slightly. Larger B, larger U, V and q. So heat transfer rate depends greatly on heat source length.
Introduction
Natural convection in open cavities has a wide range of industrial applications and has been studied extensively in the literature [1e3] . Most of researchers considered natural convections inside open ended enclosures in contact with pure fluid. However, there are some little studies concerning heat transfer phenomena through open cavities filled by nanofluid.
Open cavities are applied in various engineering applications, such as solar thermal receiver, heat convection from extended surfaces in heat exchangers and solar collectors with insulated strips [4] . Numerical studies of open cavities have been performed in simulating these applications. Quere et al. [5] investigated open isothermal square cavities using aspect ratio of unity. Chan and Tien [6] essayed a numerical study on an open square enclosure with isothermal heated side and adiabatic top and bottom walls. Also Chan and Tien [6] investigated the laminar steady-state natural convection in a two-dimensional rectangular open cavity. Isotherms and streamline plots were obtained in a shallow open cavity with aspect ratio of 0.143 for Rayleigh numbers up to 10 6 using the Boussinesq approximation and imposing approximate boundary conditions at the opening. Likewise, Chan and Tien [7] performed a numerical study of natural convection in a twodimensional square open cavity under laminar steady-state conditions. Results are obtained for Rayleigh numbers ranging from 10 3 to 10 9 at unit Prandtl number with the Boussinesq assumption. Streamline and isotherm plots illustrate the effect of the open boundary on the basic flow patterns. Angirasa et al. [8] studied the transient and steady laminar natural convection in a square cavity open on one side. The computations were performed within the domain of the cavity using the vorticity-stream function formulation. The authors conclude that the natural convection does not depend on the computational domain or the boundary conditions at the open side. Mohamad [9] presented results for the steadystate laminar natural convection applying the Boussinesq approach. Mohamad [10] simulated the natural convection in an open cavity using Lattice Boltzmann Method. The paper demonstrated that open boundary conditions used at the opening of the cavity is reliable, where the predicted results are similar to conventional CFD method predictions. Prandtl number is fixed to 0.71 while Rayleigh number and aspect ratio of the cavity are changed in the range of 10 4 e10 6 and of 0.5e10, respectively. Mohamad [11] evaluated three different schemes of adding force term to Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) with BGK method. The results of predictions using LBM are compared with results predicted by using finite volume method (FVM). The results are presented for Ra ¼ 10 6 and for Pr ¼ 0.71. It is found that most methods suggested in the literature produces similar results. Polat and Bilgen [12] investigated laminar natural convection in inclined open shallow cavities at inclination range of 0 e45 with interval 15 . They found that the inclination angle of the heated plate is an important parameter which affecting volumetric flow rate and the heat transfer. Cha and Choi [13] examined an experimental study on an inclined open square enclosure which obtained similar findings with previous results.
The fluids that are traditionally used for heat transfer applications such as water, mineral oils and ethylene glycol have a rather low thermal conductivity and they can't play as an efficiency heat transfer agent. Metallic nanoparticles are known as an efficient way for the improvement of thermal conductivity of the base fluids. Fluids with nanoparticles suspended in them are called nanofluids. Therefore, nanofluids have an anomalous high thermal conductivity at very low nanoparticle concentrations [14, 15] . Such fluids have a better suspension stability compared to millimeter or micrometer sized ones. Since nanofluid consists of very small sized solid particles, therefore in low solid concentration it is reasonable to consider nanofluid as a single phase flow [16] . So, it is needed to present a brief review including cavities filled by nanofluids. Many numerical, experimental and theoretical investigations were performed about natural convection flow of nanofluids in different shapes. Khanafer et al. [17] numerically investigated buoyancy-driven heat transfer enhancement in a two-dimensional enclosure utilizing nanofluids. They showed that the in any given Grashof number, heat transfer (Nusselt number) for the natural convection of nanofluids is increased by the enhancement of the volume fraction of the copper nanoparticles in water. Putra et al. [18] conducted experimentally about the heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids under natural convection inside a horizontal cylinder that had been heated and cooled from both ends. They reported unlike conduction or forced convection, a systematic and definite deterioration in natural convective heat transfer has been occurred in the presence of nanoparticles where this deterioration depends on particle density and concentration as well as the aspect ratio of the cylinder. Kim et al. [19] analytically researched the convective instability driven by buoyancy and heat transfer characteristics of nanofluids with theoretical models. Jahanshahi et al. [20] numerically investigated the effects of the SiO 2 -water nanofluid on pure fluid as the thermal conductivity of nanofluid was obtained according to the experimental results and theoretical formulations on laminar natural convection heat transfer in a square enclosure. Their comparisons showed that the mean Nusselt number increases with volume fraction for the whole range of Rayleigh numbers in the experimental case but the heat transfer changes marginally in another studied case. Mahmoudi et al. [21] investigated numerical modeling of natural convection in an open enclosure with two vertical thin heat sources subjected to a nanofluid. They demonstrated that the average Nusselt number increases linearly with the increase in the solid volume fraction of nanoparticles.
Mahmoudi et al. [22] studied conducts a numerical study of laminar natural convection heat transfer to Cuewater nanofluid from two identical protruding thin heat sources in the open cavity. Simulations are performed for various parameters such as: Rayleigh number, solid volume fraction of nanoparticles, heat source geometry and location. Kefayati [23] studied the effect of a magnetic field on natural convection in an open cavity subjugated to water-alumina nanofluid. The main aim of his study is to identify the ability of Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for solving nanofluid and magnetic field simultaneously in complicated geometries and boundaries. In fact, it is endeavored to express the best situation for heat transfer with the alterations of multifarious considered parameters. Hence, the Al 2 O 3 ewater nanofluid on laminar natural convection heat transfer at the presence of a magnetic field in an open cavity by LBM was investigated. The results of LBM are validated with previous numerical investigations and effects of all parameters (Rayleigh number, volume fraction, Hartmann number and aspect ratio) on flow field and temperature distribution are also considered. José Octavio Juárez [23] 
Present study has offered numerical investigation for heat transfer and fluid flow through C-shape enclosure filled with nanofluid that has two openings and movable heat source. Governing equations have been solved by finite difference method and then the outcomes have been discussed. Author deduced some specified points in conclusion.
Mathematical modeling
Consider two-dimensional natural convection fluid flow and heat transfer of various water-based nanofluids inside C-shaped enclosures. Fig. 1 shows the schematic illustration of the problem under consideration. A water-based nanofluid occupies the region inside the C-shaped enclosure. The nanofluid is assumed incompressible and is influenced with gravitational force acting in the negative Y axis. The governing equations based on these assumptions together with adopting the Boussinesq approximation and known nanofluid model [24] can be written as:
where all parameters are defined in the Nomenclature section. Numerous formulations for the thermo-physical properties of nanofluids are proposed in the literature. In the present study, we are adopting the relations which depend on the nanoparticles volume fraction only and which were proven and used in many previous studies as follows:
The nanofluid density, heat capacity and density times thermal expansion coefficient (see Mahmoodi and Hashemi [24] ) are given by
The thermal diffusivity and thermal expansion coefficient of the nanofluid (see Mahmoodi and Hashemi [24] ) are defined as
The nanofluid viscosity based on the Brinkman model (see Mahmoodi and Hashemi [24] ) is given by
The nanofluid thermal conductivity, based on Maxwell-Garnetts model (see Mahmoodi and Hashemi [24] ) is given by
Introducing the following dimensionless set:
into Eqs. (1)e(4) yields the following dimensionless equations: 
where Ra ¼ gb f (T h ÀT C )H 3 /a f n f , Pr ¼ n f /a f are the Rayleigh number and the Prandtl number, respectively. The proper dimensionless boundary conditions [25, 26] for the problem are given by:
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On wall ah 8 > > > < > > > : The local Nusselt number along the heat source and its mean value are defined as, Nu ¼ vq vX (18) where Nu indicates the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer across (normal to) the boundary, i.e. in the X direction here.
A thermal boundary layer develops if the fluid free stream temperature and the surface temperatures differ. Therefore, the average value of it along the heat source is:
Numerical method
In this investigation, the finite difference method (Mansour et al. [25] ) was employed to solve the governing equations with the boundary conditions. Central difference quotients were used to approximate the second derivatives in both the X and Y directions. Then, the obtained discretized equations are solved using a Gauss-Seidel iteration technique (Grosan et al. [27] ). The solution procedure is iterated until the following convergence criterion is satisfied: Table 3 shows that a good agreement was found between the present results and the results obtained by the open literatures. These favorable comparisons lend confidence in the numerical results to be reported subsequently. 
Results and discussion
Geometrical and thermal parameters governing the heat transfer and the flow rate in partially open C-shaped cavities are aspect ratio, AR ¼ (ed)/(ah), heat source length, B and heat source location, D. Heat and mass transfer through the cavity and the opening boundaries has been numerically investigated for the ranges Ra properties of the base fluid and the nanoparticles are given in Table 1 .
The effect of aspect ratio, AR, variations on streamlines for both pure and nano cases as it is shown in Fig. 2 . The larger aspect ratio, the smaller stream function is; in fact, the resistance to the flow increases in since of the hydro boundary layer's size (HBL) becomes larger. Fluid enters, in general, from the two opening boundaries but the incoming fluid volume in the bottom is larger than the other one in the top. Conversely, the outgoing fluid volume in the top is the largest. The convective regime can be described as following; fluid is entrained from the lower opening, then it flows adhere to the bottom and left surfaces by the buoyancy force; finally, it exits being parallel to upper surface with jet horizontal velocity. There exist at each opening side upstream vortices. It is supposed that these counter-currents refer to the mass conservation law because it is not probably that fluid moves in alone trend through the cavity. It is shown that the inner streamlines are closed curves while the outer are open curves. The core of clock-wise circulating cells moves up as AR increases. At AR ¼ 0.8, there is no flow through the opening sides. The streamlines are smoother in nano case. The mass transfer through the opening boundaries decreases for the increment of HBL's size as AR increases. It is noticed some deviations for the positions. Fig. 3 shows that fluid particles in the lower region have the least energy and the amount leaving the cavity has the higher temperature. The average fluid temperature increases as AR increases. The convenient reason may be that internal energy related to AR. Fig. 4 shows the effect of Rayleigh number, Ra, on the map of streamlines. Stream function all over the cavity increases as Ra increases because the convective regime dominates the flow. It is clear that mass exchange rate with the extended domain depends on the growing of Ra in pure case. Existing of nanoparticles increases the rate of heat and mass transfer through the opening boundaries for low Ra.
It is observed from Fig. 5 that energy has been slowly and regularly transported across vertical slides for quasi-conductive regime (low Ra). There are some foci along the holes working as heat sinks. As convective regime dominates the flow (large Ra), the distributed temperature layers tend to be horizontal, hence the top opening catches most outgoing lines from the heat source, then the fluid goes out. The most amount of incoming fluid is from the bottom hole, the temperature of the center of the cavity decreases. The nano case follows the same strategy except for some perturbations in the temperature distribution function.
As f increases the absolute value of stream function decreases and temperature grade too (Fig. 6 ). The proposal reason explaining that is the increase of potential energy of nanofluid where it suffers from an internal resistance to movement resulting from the asymmetry of its internal structure and so weaken the convective regime ( Table 2) .
The stream function range is proportional to the increase of heat source length (B) in Fig. 7 . The temperature all over the cavity increases as B increases. It is observed that the mass exchange rate with extended domain is very slightly. Fig. 8 shows the maximum stream value when heat source location (D ¼ 0.5). As D increases, the core of circulating cells moves up; hence, the streamlines are compressed. Consequently, the great quantity of leaving nanofluid at D ¼ 0.7. The maximum temperature increases as D increases where the nanofluid in the top region is rather confined.
Profiles of horizontal velocity, U, and vertical velocity, V along different axes are shown in Fig. 9 . U and V increase as AR decreases. In the bottom part the resultant horizontal velocity in the negative trend refers to incoming flow, whereas the inverse is at the top which is inferred that the nanofluid go out. The stagnation point is noticed about X ¼ 0.5 and Y ¼ 0.6. It is clear in the left zone that V in positive direction because of existence of buoyancy force; while in the right is the converse. Fig. 10 shows that as Ra increases, U and V are multiplied. Considering the horizontal velocity along the straight line, X ¼ 0.5, U oscillates in the center of the cavity where it is near to isolated plane. For a huge multiplication of velocity, it is so difficult to magnify the velocity distribution at Ra ¼ value in the positive direction than that of the counter trend at the bottom. Fig. 11 indicates that the maximum U value is for pure case. The jet velocity can be seen about Y ¼ 1. Huge deviations take place for Figs. 12 and 13 . Some important relations can be deduced from Fig. 14. Temperature increases as Y increases or as AR increases. There is a huge various in the temperature distribution for the field of Ra ¼ 10 6 and others. At starting point, X ¼ 0.33 and Y ¼ 0.66, the maximum temperature for Ra ¼ 10 3 and the minimum for Ra ¼ 10 6 . Larger f, smaller q is. q increases as Y increases. Maximum q for D ¼ 0.7 and its minimum for D ¼ 0.3.
Heat transfer rate depends largely to heat source length, where it may decrease with B (e.g. small Ra) or increases with B (e.g. large Ra). Also, the solid volume fraction has negatively affected for Heat and mass transfer as it is shown in Figs. 15 and 16 respectively. Cu and Ag nanoparticles have similar affect. They cause minimum rate of heat and mass transfer (which appears in two components of velocity), while Al 2 O 3 and SiO 2 enhance them ( Fig. 17 ). Hence it can be inferred that the nanofluid consisting one of the latter types has a greater internal energy.
Conclusion
Natural convection in open C-shaped cavity has been numerically investigated. The effects of geometrical and thermal parameters in the specified ranges have been deduced as following:
The larger aspect ratio, the smaller stream function value. The incoming fluid volume in the bottom is larger than the other one in the top. At AR ¼ 0.8, the flow almost non-existent through the opening sides.
As f increases the absolute value of stream function decreases and temperature grade does too. The great quantity of leaving nanofluid at D ¼ 0.7. U and V increase as AR decreases. As Ra increases, U and V are multiplied.
Greater f, smaller U. Larger f, smaller q. q increases as Y increases. 
